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MOSES LAKE —Big Bend Community College’s Data Center training program
is set to expand starting this fall, with the inclusion of training for more industries
and the start of a new Mission Critical Operations pilot program.
The college first offered the data center program in the Fall of 2017 and several
students from the pilot cohort have recently moved from the classroom into fulltime jobs at data centers in the area. The program utilizes work-based learning
partnerships, which allows students to gain hands-on experience before graduation.

However, until now, the program primarily focused on training for Information
Technology (IT) jobs in the regional data centers but the skills learned can be
transferred to any small, medium or enterprise business or organization that uses
computers, networks, servers or cloud services.
“Just about every organization that uses computers that are connected to a network
needs these skills,” said BBCC Computer Science Specialist Tom
Willingham. “We will focus our work-based learning components of the program
on the industry that the student chooses. We will connect each student with an
industry partner.”
Willingham said the new Mission Critical Operations program will prepare
students for entry-level facilities manager positions. Some companies call these
positions facilities or building engineers, but employees in these positions could
potentially make between $48,000 to $60,000 per year.
“We are going to train and turn out students with the right tools to handle Mission
Critical Operations for any company,” said Vantage Data Centers Director of
Operations and BBCC instructor Mark Johnson.
Mission critical is a popular industry term used to describe the essential services
required for day-to-day operations that could impact the bottom line or cause a
potential shut down.
The new program will concentrate primarily on industries with large facilities to
manage, such as data centers, manufacturing, and food production. However, these
essential services are also critical to hospitals, schools, and other large facilities.
“We have been working with Vantage, Sabey, NTT, Microsoft, and Titan Data
Centers with help from Schneider Electric employees to understand how to build a
program that they can use. The industry input and support has been fantastic,” said
Willingham. “This time, we will build the program with other industries in mind
from the beginning and work with them to tailor the program and classes as we
build them.”
To learn more about the data center training program or the new mission critical
operations program, contact Tom Willingham at 509-793-2321 or
tomwi@bigbend.edu. Fall quarter classes begin Sept 23
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WVC researchers seek clues to algae's air for
self-healing
Mike Irwin May 9, 2017

Nataliia Piestrup and Jared Harris team up to study recover rates of lightBuy Now
damaged algae in Wenatchee Valley College's biology labs on May 1. Here they
introduce damaged algae to speci c amounts of light to see how well they repair
themselves.
WORLD PHOTO/DON SEABROOK

WENATCHEE — Aside from friends and family, the creatures that Nataliia Piestrup and Jared Harris have
come to know best in the last year are “Chlamy” — tiny, green and wiggly Chlamy.
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The two student researchers in Wenatchee Valley College's biology department have studied billions —
more likely trillions — of single-celled Chlamydomonas, an algae they nicknamed Chlamy, to determine
how sunlight damages the tiny critter's DNA and, remarkably, how it heals itself.
“This algae has two repair processes that scientists have always thought operated independently of each
other,” said Piestrup, a nursing student with an interest in biological research. “We're taking steps to prove
the two repair systems are connected.”

Presented last year at the Idaho Conference for Undergraduate Research at Boise State University, Harris
and Piestrup's preliminary ndings could have broad applications for applied plant biology, particularly
with regard to the responses of crops, forests and other ecosystems to a changing climate. The ndings
could be especially important to regions where the amount of sunlight — and therefore ultraviolet light —
is on the rise.
For instance, an increasingly patchy ozone layer could allow more harmful ultraviolet light to bathe the
ocean's surfaces and damage light-sensitive sea life. If so, how do Chlamy populations not only survive UV
bombardment but actually repair their damaged DNA strands?
On March 30, Harris and Piestrup also nabbed one of the Greater Wenatchee Area Technology Alliance's
2017 Innovator Awards — the Problem Solving Innovator Award for post-secondary students.
The pair admitted their research alone might not change the world. “But combined with the work of other
scientists,” said Harris, whose studies have ranged across biology, chemistry and engineering, “we could
reach a better understanding of the single-celled creatures that are so important” to the planet.
Chlamydomonas, a unicellular agellate (it waves antenna-like arms), is a critical component of the world
ecosystem that consumes carbon dioxide and produces oxygen. The green algae is often used in research
experiments because of its simple genetic structure, use of photosynthesis and widespread dispersion
through di erent environments.
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Piestrup, 34, and Harris, 25, joined forces last summer after discovering some similarities in their
individual research projects. The pair were encouraged by WVC professors and friends to pool their
experiments and research ndings towards studying Chlamy's damage-and-repair systems.
The team's studies are a project assigned by biology professor Steven Stefanides, who in his broader algae
research turns to students for speci c experiments. Stefanides and adjunct professor Sue Kane,
Wenatchee's Apple STEM Network planning director who also has research underway, have enlisted the
aid of ve students this school quarter to conduct targeted studies, with more students eager to sign up.
Stefanides estimated eight students could be part of the program by fall quarter.

A native of the Ukraine, Piestrup moved to Leavenworth four years ago with her husband Phelan Piestrup.
She now has two children, ages 8 and 3, is working towards a WVC nursing degree and sometimes spends
hours each day in the lab.
“It's a lot,” she laughed. “But coming here (to the U.S.) opened doors that allowed me to follow what I truly
loved — science, medicine, biology — and the opportunities are everywhere. I mean, in this country you
can do whatever you want. The possibilities are amazing.”
Harris moved around the Northwest with his family before settling 12 years ago in Wenatchee. He credits
two WVC teachers — biology profs Stefanides and Kane — for “opening my eyes to the world of science,
and showing me that I was a scientist at heart.”
The science teammates said working together adds a new dimension to their research. “It's bene cial,”
said Harris. “We can bounce ideas o each other, correct each other's mistakes.”
Goggled-up and gloved, Harris and Piestrup work in WVC's biology lab with standard equipment —
beakers, test tubes, microscopes — but also with newer devices that separate DNA strands from crushed
Chlamydomonas, then measure and record the DNA damage on light-sensitive plates.
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Now, after hundreds of tests, Harris and Piestrup have found that damage caused by ultraviolet light to
Chlamy's strands of DNA can be xed by two repair systems within the cell. One of those systems uses
blue light to trigger a healing enzyme; the other works in dimmer conditions using a chemical repair
mechanism. The two systems are likely connected.
The testing likely won't end soon. Harris and Piestrup each have another year before leaving WVC, and
students after them will likely pick up their research or a similar line of inquiry.

“The great thing about science is that we go beyond assumptions,” said Piestrup. “We test and test some
more until the evidence is clear. Until we hopefully gain some understanding.”
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WVC considers four-year business degree
By Nevonne McDaniels
World sta writer
Jul 11, 2019

WENATCHEE — Wenatchee Valley College wants business owners to weigh in on what training to include
in a potential new four-year bachelor’s degree in business.
If the program moves forward, it would be the fth bachelor of applied science degree o ered by WVC,
joining nursing and engineering technology degrees introduced in 2017 and teaching and data analytics
which could start as soon as winter quarter.
A 24-question survey about the proposed business degree was posted to the college’s Facebook page
Wednesday, designed to measure interest in hiring employees with an applied science business degree
and determine what skills and areas of expertise are most needed.

Based on the results, the workforce education advisory committee will determine next steps, said Libby
Siebens, a WVC spokeswoman.
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“A proposal takes about a year to develop,” she said, including putting together a program outline and
getting it through the state approval process.
The bachelor of applied science degrees o ered by WVC are more hands-on than bachelor's degrees
o ered by four-year universities that include more theory and research, Siebens said. Most build on twoyear professional and technical degrees.
The data analytics program is a good example, she said. It stemmed from the needs of public utility
districts and tech companies looking for a speci c emphasis on math and science. WVC received nal
approval last week on the program from the State Board for Community and Technical Colleges.
“It could be as early as winter 2020 when the program begins,” Siebens said.
The teaching degree, for preschool through third-grade special education, has been approved by the state
board, but is waiting on a sign-o by the Professional Educator Standards Board and Northwest
Commission on Colleges and Universities.
An agriculture degree also is in the early research stage, she said.
Enrollment and anticipated enrollment in the bachelor's degree programs vary. The rst class of 19
nursing students earning RN-to-BSN degrees graduated in August 2018 and 16 graduated in 2019. This
year, 16 students are enrolled full time and two are enrolled part time, Siebens said.
WVC’s total enrollment is about 7,000 students.
For the link to the business degree survey, go to wwrld.us/2XGn3Xa.
MORE INFORMATION
WVC adds four-year nursing degree

Nevonne McDaniels
Reporter

Nevonne can be reached at 664-7151 or mcdaniels@wenatcheeworld.com.
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Guest Opinion | Wenatchee Valley College:
What a bachelor's degree in nursing means for
students, North Central Washington
By Dr. Jim Richardson Oct 29, 2018

Dr. James Richardson

Buy Now

History was made in August when Wenatchee Valley College granted its rst-ever bachelor’s degree since
the college was founded in 1939. During a ceremony at the Music and Art Center on campus, 19 students
graduated from the Registered Nurse to Bachelor of Science in Nursing (RN to BSN) program.
https://www.wenatcheeworld.com/opinion/guest-opinion-wenatchee-valley-college-what-a-bachelor-s-degree/article_0c46114c-40c3-5388-aeb9-48cb12dc436f.html
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This graduation was much more than just another ceremony. It was the result of nearly a decade of hard
work at WVC by dozens of dedicated sta and instructors, and a huge victory for our community and
health care providers.
Dr. Walt Tribley, former dean of allied health and current the president at Monterey Peninsula College in
California, spoke at the graduation on Aug. 17. He was still working at WVC when the program was rst
discussed in 2009.

“You’ve taken a great risk, every one of you is a pioneer,” he told the graduating students. “You weren’t
alone in this pioneering spirit, in fact, you’re a product of it.”
The graduation this summer was in part a celebration of the work done by Jenny Capelo, dean of allied
health; Dr. Carli Schi ner, former vice president of instruction; and Dr. Kristen Hosey, nursing programs
administrator. For nearly a decade, these women, with the help of supportive WVC faculty and sta ,
worked to garner administrative support, design the curriculum for the program and nd the sta to
support it.
As the program developed, it became increasingly clear to us at the college that there was a great need for
a program like this in North Central Washington.
Our region has the fewest bachelor’s prepared nurses in the state, at 26 percent. Meanwhile, there is a
nationwide push in the nursing industry for 80 percent of nurses to have a bachelor’s degree by 2020.
Bachelor’s prepared nurses are equipped to be leaders in their eld. They enter their workplaces with
additional training in systems-level management, communication and research skills.
One of the original goals of this program was to increase access to education. Rather than expecting our
local registered nurses or our nursing students that are completing their nursing transfer degree to enroll
in a college or university farther away from their work or home, we’ve brought a four-year degree option
to them.
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In addition to the vision and leadership from many at the college, we’ve received enormous support from
our surrounding community.
Dozens of partners throughout North Central Washington, including most major medical facilities in the
region, school districts and others, have been instrumental in shaping the program. Not only do our
partners sit on advisory committees and o er feedback about how to prepare our graduates and
students, they also host our students for visits and clinicals, providing a space for them to get valuable
hands-on experience.

At the graduation ceremony this year, all 19 RN to BSN students presented research that they conducted
here in North Central Washington on topics ranging from opioid policy development, to health education
for antimicrobial resistance, to investigation into cancer clusters. Thanks to these partnerships, students
are present in their communities, conducting real-world research that will bene t their patients and
others like them and improving health outcomes in the region.
Clint Paslay, 37, is making di erences in his community for patients and nurses thanks to his two nursing
degrees from Wenatchee Valley College. Paslay currently works on quality and performance improvement
and risk management in the antimicrobial stewardship program at Coulee Medical Center (CMC), a new
position he applied for after completing the RN to BSN program. He received his associate degree in
nursing from Wenatchee Valley College in 2010 and was eager to get his bachelor’s degree when he heard
WVC would be o ering one. While getting his bachelor’s degree on the Omak campus, Paslay was a
registered nurse in the emergency department at CMC. He juggled full-time work, full-time school and
being a father to his three kids and graduated with the inaugural class this summer. He said the degree,
which included his practicum experience at CMC researching antimicrobial resistance, prepared him
uniquely for his new job at CMC.
“The two-year program really prepares a nurse to be a good bedside nurse and provide excellent patient
care. The bachelor’s portion of it really focuses on evidence-based practice and research,” Paslay said. “It
just really makes you start thinking from a bigger picture. How can you make changes at the larger level
https://www.wenatcheeworld.com/opinion/guest-opinion-wenatchee-valley-college-what-a-bachelor-s-degree/article_0c46114c-40c3-5388-aeb9-48cb12dc436f.html
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that will a ect care all the way down to the bedside? … There’s the aspect of organizational change. What
can I do in my hospital to make our care better for patients and make outcomes better for patients?”
It is a triumph for the college and the community when Wenatchee Valley College can send con dent,
competent students out into the world — prepared to be leaders and innovators in their eld.
All of us at the college are immensely grateful for the faculty, sta , hard-working students and community
partners that made this triumph possible, and who turned the only community college in North Central
Washington into a four-year-degree-granting institution.

Dr. Jim Richardson has been president of Wenatchee Valley College since 2005. Learn more about WVC at
wvc.edu.
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NCW Computer Science Pathways

2019 Pathway Articulation Report

Our mission is to ensure that there is an equitable path in Central
Washington for computer science education.
During the first annual Central Washington Pathway
Summit on March 11, 2019, sponsored by Microsoft
Philanthropies, more than 50 educators and partners
from throughout North Central Washington came
together to discuss pathways for rural students to have
access to computer science education.

Hosted at Central Washington University, attendees
included partners from K-12 and higher education,
business and industry, students, and state leaders who
are committed to ensuring that there is an equitable
pathway for students in Central Washington to pursue
computer science careers. Together, this body identified
a shared set of recommendations to articulate a
computer science credential pathway for students in

PART 1
Pathway Articulation

Why is it important?
Our vision is for all students to have access to computer
science credentials and for students to know at the
time they enroll in the high school course, when there
is an opportunity to earn college credits, how to access
the credits, and where those credits will be applied to a
credential or degree. This will allow educators, students
and families in North Central Washington to make
informed decisions for the future.
Community colleges have a critical role as an
intermediary educational institute in credential pathways
like computer science, bridging K-12 and University
systems. One quarter of all students graduating high
school in North Central Washington begin higher
education at one of two community and technical
colleges (42% of all college-bound students). Enrolling
in a local community college allows students a way to
work towards a degree or credential from a familiar
community, with some familial support, and work options
nearby.
The State of Washington has invested in these paths with
a system of dual enrollment options to help students get
a ‘jumpstart’ towards post-secondary credentials. The
educational data around students earning college credits
while in high school is quite compelling. Students who
earn at least 12 college credits while in high school are
on average, more likely to earn their high school diploma,
continue on to post-secondary education, and earn a
post-secondary credential or degree.

At present, there are a handful of dual credit articulation
agreements between select school districts and higher
education partners, for computer science courses.
However, the agreements for articulation into these
pathways are not equitably accessible for all youth in
North Central Washington.
Students in North Central Washington are at a
competitive disadvantage when compared to students
in more urban districts in the state. Rural students have
fewer opportunities to take courses like computer science
in high school, there is a severely limited number of
credentialed, rural computer science educators, and rural
students have inequitable access to most dual credit
opportunities in computer science.
In 2018, 16 schools in North Central Washington have
forged strategic partnerships with generous philanthropic
partners, like Microsoft and Code.org, who are providing
curriculum and technical expertise for rural schools to
implement industry relevant, introductory computer
science courses for high school students.
This foundational learning is invaluable. Now, the regional
postsecondary educators: Big Bend Community College,
Wenatchee Valley College, and Central Washington
University, have come together to look for ways to
improve opportunities for students in computer science
and STEM through new degrees and pathways.

This collaborative effort will light the way for students to find a firm path towards a computer
science degree or credential in North Central Washington that begins in rural high schools.

-1-

Challenges
The current pathway to computer science credentials has significant barriers and students are asked to repeat
coursework as they transition from secondary to post-secondary institutions and between higher education
institutions. The misalignment can have a detrimental effect on student persistence in the program, and
credential attainment.
Students who transfer from a community and technical college to a university to pursue a degree in computer
science have a significant challenge in attaining the necessary skills progression for computer science, as well
as meet the general breadth requirements to earn an Associate of Arts and Sciences (AAS) Degree recognized
under the current Direct Transfer Agreement (DTA). Frequently, students spend additional time and resources
ensuring that they meet necessary curricular prerequisites for their program and meet the specific requirements
of the AAS - DTA. These additional courses put strain on rural students in North Central Washington and can even
compromise essential access to financial aid.

of the region’s high school
CS classes transfer to
a community college

of the region’s largest
schools (>1300 students)
offer a CS class

of the region’s high
schools offer CS
classes for students

* Data is taken from 28 of North Central Washington’s high schools ranging from 71 students to 2,300 students. Districts included: Brewster, Bridgeport,
Cascade, Cashmere, Coulee Hartline, Eastmont, Entiat, Ephrata, Grand Coulee Dam, Lake Chelan, Mansfield, Manson, Methow, Moses Lake, Nespelem,
Okanogan, Omak, Oroville, Pateros, Quincy, Soap Lake, Tonasket, Warden, Waterville, Wenatchee, and Wilson Creek.
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Recommendations
It is essential to increase awareness about the foundational computer science skills that students develop at each
stage and to improve alignment in articulations. The computer science field is continuously evolving and the steering
team recommends a collaborative annual review of the skills mastered at each level.

4

Sixteen regional high schools are utilizing career and technical education (CTE) to offer computer science
courses for students. These courses can earn students dual credit at the community college if the course
is articulated as a certificate or technical course; however, there is a barrier to articulating these courses to
transfer college course numbers.

The steering team has identified the following significant challenges that will require additional capacity, review and
consideration for pathway alignment:

1

New Articulations

5

Systematic annual review of high school computer science course offerings and regional articulation
agreements, and specific outreach to expand access to dual credit opportunities. Such review and analysis
this year produced several new articulations and expanded opportunities for students in several rural
districts to earn up to 8 college credits for the year-long Introduction to Computer Science TEALS course.

2

CS Language Fluency
Students typically begin computer science education in one computer language, building foundational skills
and eventually mastering multiple languages to become proficient computer scientists. Unfortunately, the
language students begin learning in, creates significant barriers for rural students as programs at higher
education institutions demand proficiency with one language or another to advance. In rural schools,
it is not feasible to offer foundational course sequences in multiple languages, but if students will need
mastery in multiple computer science languages to be successful in the industry, then there needs to be
intentional focus to help students transition to a new language at earlier stages. Big Bend Community
College is exploring the development of a short bridge course that would support students with specific
skills development to make knowledge transfers, build competency in a new language, and take advantage
of their course offerings.

3

Advanced Placement Equivalency Alignment
Several regional high schools offer students an opportunity to sit for the Computer Science Advanced
Placement Exam (AP - CSA). The exam scores offer students an opportunity to earn college credits for
computer science courses. Until recently, community and technical colleges awarded AP exam-takers
only elective credits for strong performance on the exam. Conversely, the 4-year university awarded
specific course credit for a required course for the same scores on the AP exam. This structural inequity
is an area of significant concern as the great majority of college bound students in rural North Central
Washington begin higher education at either Big Bend Community College or Wenatchee Valley College.
Fortunately, a recent revision of the State Board Advanced Placement Equivalency Guide offers a
significant improvement. Students who earn a 5 on the AP CSA exam, will now be awarded credit for
their demonstrated mastery of foundational computer science skills. While this change is a significant
improvement, there is still inequity in the regional pathway for development. Students who earn a 3, 4 or 5
on the AP-CSA exam earn computer science credits at University, while students must earn a score of 5 on
the AP-CSA exam to earn computer science credits at the community college.

Career and Technical Coursework Transfer

Computer Science Program Transfer Agreements
A bi-annual review process would bring additional clarity for students and families to know which
associate degree offers the best alignment for students transferring into university programs. This will
require greater alignment between computer science programs throughout Washington state. Currently,
a Computer Science Education (WA-CSE) working group with representatives from across the state of
Washington is working to revise the Associate of Science Transfer degree that offers students an alternative
transfer degree pathway and will greatly improve transfer efficiency. Each of the higher education partners
in North Central Washington is represented in this working group and collaboratively engaging to improve
this critical component of the regional pathway.
Legend

Current Programming Education Redundancy
Worst Case - No Articulation - No AP Score Credit - Most Common
Introduction

Level I Skills

Introduction

Level I Skills

Level II Skills

Level III Skills

Introduction

Level I Skills

Level II Skills

Level III Skills

2-Year College
4 Year College/University

New Programming Skills

Better Case - Some Articulation/Credit - Different Programming Language - Limited
Introduction

Level I Skills
Level I Skills

Level II Skills

Level III Skills

Level II Skills

Level III Skills

New Programming Skills

Best Case - Good Articulation/Credit - Same Programming Languages - Very Rare
Introduction

Level I Skills

Level II Skills
Level II Skills

Level III Skills

Level III Skills
Level III Skills

New Programming Skills

Proposed Programming Pathway
Ideal Case - Full Credit or Articulation - Language Neutral
* May be integrated at either institution or low-credit options, common course
Introduction

Level I Skills

Level II Skills

Language Transition
Content*
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High School
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Level III Skills

New Programming Skills

Language Transition
Content*
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PART 2
Resources & Community Partnerships

2

Resource Repository
There is a need for a centrally organized information hub for materials regarding computer science
education and resources. The desired platform could also provide a conduit of communication about local
articulation pathways, professional development opportunities, and announcements. This recommendation
has not yet been matched with a resource.

3

Annual Pathway Alignment Summit
The steering team recommends that there be an annual convening to serve as a platform for educators to
continue this professional development and collaboration. This recommendation has not yet been matched
with a resource.

Challenges
Rural schools are less likely than their suburban counterparts, to offer computer science courses (Google &
Gallup, 2017). Many times, rural educators feel isolated from others in their field and this can be especially true
of computer science educators. Very few school districts in Central Washington have more than one teacher who
teaches computer science at the high school level, and some districts have none.
But this is changing rapidly in North Central Washington thanks to the Microsoft TEALS program. In the 2018-19
academic year, 16 school districts offered computer science courses for students in partnership with Microsoft
TEALS.
The common course content and course delivery model has the added benefit of providing a foundation for the
development of a professional learning community for computer science educators.

Recommendations
The 2019 Central Washington Pathway Summit provided an opportunity to gather educators from K-12 and Higher
Education institutions to have a focused conversation about recent developments and practices in computer science
education. This occasion also gave educators an opportunity to align the scope and sequence of the development of
maintaining vertical team relationships. A desire for connection to other computer science educators emerged as a
common theme at the Central Washington Pathway summit in 2019.
To expand and reinforce the computer science educator community in Central Washington, the steering team will
advocate for the following components:

1

Establish A New CSTA Chapter
Presently there are two established chapters of the Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) chapters
in Washington State: Puget Sound and Spokane. There are applications pending for the establishment of two
additional chapters in central Washington: Yakima and Wenatchee. This distributed network of CSTA chapters
will offer regular opportunities to plug in to a regional community of other computer science educators.

-5-
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PART 3
Building Awareness & Outreach

3

Increase Awareness About Available Training And Educational Pathways
Students and educators need resources to find available computer science and technology-related
programs and advising.

4

Increase Awareness About Financial Support For Post-Secondary Education
Students and educators should become aware of the multiple sources of financial support through grants,
scholarships (i.e. WSOS), and other resources beyond the standard Federal and state options available
through FAFSA and WAFSA, as well as student support service programs that support computer science
students (i.e. MESA). Currently WSOS offers a Career and Technical College scholarship for Computer
Science pathways in North Central Washington each year.

5

Challenges

Students need exposure to careers in computer science as early as possible. There are now many schools
in North Central Washington introducing computer science in elementary and middle schools. To leverage
these early learning opportunities to expand the career pathway, students and their families will need
support to navigate the credential pathway opportunities, locally, and throughout the state. Corporate and
educational partners should be tapped to support maker’s fairs, robotics events, and other fun hands-on
computer-related activities for kids.

There is a shortage of skilled computer science professionals. This year in Washington there will be more than
9,000 new job openings, and there are only 3,000 Washington graduates prepared to fill them. Local industries like
agriculture, energy production, manufacturing, health care and natural resource management all have growing need
for technology and computer science skills. To create awareness in rural regions, students and their families need to
hear about local opportunities in computer science.

6

Recommendations
To reach students in North Central Washington, there must be a collective commitment to increasing awareness
about local opportunities in Computer Science:

1

Raise Up Community Voices
Students and educators need to hear from businesses and community leaders that there is a local demand
for computer science. Community partners like Big Bend Community College, Wenatchee Valley College,
Wenatchee Valley Technical Skills Center, Columbia Basin Technical Skills Center, Skillsource, Microsoft,
GWATA and the Apple STEM Network are working to expand the number of local internships in computer
science and technology.

2

Increase Awareness About Local Demand
Students and educators should learn about the usefulness of and demand for computer science skills. It
is critical for them to hear about computer science skills needed in regional industries like agriculture, and
computer science skills being used in the fields (i.e. GIS workers in the fields, automation and unmanned
technology specialists, etc.) as well as the traditional programming settings.
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Start Early

Celebrate Success
Every year, tech savvy students and educators in both K12 and higher education from throughout North
Central Washington are recognized at the Innovator Awards Luncheon. Highlighting champions of
computer science and technology brings awareness to the success stories happening locally, and inspires
other educators, students, and businesses as they see the accomplishments of individuals with similar
stories. The steering team is working together on a nomination outreach campaign to encourage more
nominations for the Innovator Awards.

The Future Is Now: Computer Science Workforce
In the spring of 2019, GWATA (North Central Washington’s Technology Alliance)
released a short film to highlight regional businesses looking for computer
science skills in their workforce. Featured companies were eager to participate
in the video and promote computer science careers at Stemilt, LocalTel
Communications, iSpyFire, and PetHub -- all local technology companies!

Watch online at www.AppleSTEMNetwork.org or by scanning
the code to the right with the camera on your phone!
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Part 4: Equity, Inclusion and Strategic Outreach

PART 4
Equity, Inclusion and Strategic Outreach

To increase equity in the computer science cohorts:

1

There are just over 3,000 youth preparing to exit the
K-12 system this year in North Central Washington.
Of these, 49% are female, 46% come from a home
that is considered rural, 67% are low income, 52% are
students of color.

New partnerships and Microsoft philanthropy
Map: 2018-19 North Central Washington
empowered 16 rural school districts in North
Microsoft TEALS Districts
Central Washington to offer computer science for
the first time through the Microsoft TEALS program.
This program has opened the door for significantly greater numbers of students to pursue computer science
credentials. However, the nearly 300 students in the TEALS classrooms this year, do not reflect the regional
demographics.

Targeted Outreach And Recruitment
To reach more first-generation, rural students, female
students, and students of color we must be intentional in
designing a pathway that originates where the students
are, in rural schools. We must continue to develop and
renew articulations to increase efficiency and ensure a
fluid transition for students as they begin post-secondary
education. Recruitment to post-secondary programs should
help students understand that the computer science skills
they are mastering in their high school computer science
courses are valued and that there are programs ready to
build onto this foundation. Recruitment strategies should
also include regional events and “meet-ups”, potentially
including evening events to engage families.

Challenges

There are nearly 300 students currently enrolled in
introductory computer science courses at regional high
schools in North Central Washington, and while there
is not currently data reported about the demographic
representation of students in these courses, it is widely
understood that the students in computer science
courses do not demographically reflect the region.
Only 24% of the computer science bachelor’s degrees
awarded in Central Washington in 2017 were awarded
to students of color, and just over 10% of computer
science bachelor’s degrees were awarded to women.

NCW Student
Demographics

Recommendations

2

Differentiate The Pathway
To increase the number of computer science credentials
in North Central Washington, there must also be a way
for students to begin coursework in a post-secondary
environment in addition to those starting in high schools.
While introductory programming courses have been
offered for some time at Big Bend Community College and
Wenatchee Valley College, differentiating the starting course
for students will likely impact the cohort size for introductory
courses. When courses have low enrollment, they can be at
risk of cancellation. If introductory courses are not offered,
students who begin post-secondary education, without
computer science skills, are disadvantaged. Therefore,
it is imperative that there be a continued institutional
commitment to offer introductory courses, or alternative
options, for students choosing to begin the credential
pathway at the community college.

Collectively, we recognize the need to work together to create greater engagement for underrepresented
populations including women, first-generation college-bound students and students of color.
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49% of students
are female

52% of students are
people of color

67% of students are from
low income households.
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Resources: Descriptions, Equivalencies & Pathways

RESOURCES
Course Descriptions, Equivalencies & Pathways

High School Computer Science Course Descriptions
Introduction to Computer Science | Introduction to Computer Science TEALS
A high school course that focuses on computer theory, computing problems and solutions, and the design of
computer systems and user. This course introduces fundamental concepts using the visual programming language
Snap and the industry-standard programming language Python.

AP Computer Science | AP CS TEALS
The AP CS A course prepares students to take the College Board AP computer science exam. This challenging class is
for students who are interested in an in-depth course in computer science theory and practice. Students will learn to
program in the Java language, with emphasis on problem solving, computer science theory, applications, algorithms,
programming style, and programming design. Students devote at least four hours weekly in class and at least one
hour per day outside of class to succeed in this course.

Equivalencies for High School Introductory Computer Science Courses
Post-Secondary Computer Science Course Descriptions

Intro CS TEALS or CS Principles
WVC

BBCC

CWU

CSC 101
(5 credits)

*CS 101 (3 credits)
* CS 111(5 credits)
*QHS Model

CS105 (4 credits if from WVC;
CS101/CS LD 8 credits if
from BBCC)

WVC CSC101 (Introduction to Programming) Introduction to computer programming. Intended for non-science majors.
Explores the basics of computer programming using the BASIC language. Topics include console I/O, variables,
expressions, decisions, arrays, repetition, console graphics, file I/O and functions.
CWU CS105 (Logical Basis of Computing) Students develop mathematical and quantitative reasoning skills by learning
the fundamentals of computer programming. Students gain an understanding of possible connections between
technology and artistic expression.

Equivalencies for High School AP Computer Science Courses
AP TEALS (based on UW course CSE 142/143)
WVC

BBCC

CWU

N/A
(needed)

CS&141 (5 credits - if we
could articulate via
CTE dual credit)

N/A

AP Computer Science A (with exam) for Credit

BBCC CS101 | WVC --- | CWU CS101
Course equivalent to first semester of INTRO TO CS TEALS at BBCC and CWU
BBCC CS101 (Introduction to Computer Science) An introduction to computer science concepts and the role of
computers in society. Topics include the history of computing, computer hardware, operating systems, the Internet,
database management, an overview of programming languages, careers in computer technology, and the ethics
of computing. This course is designed for Computer Science majors, and will emphasize principles and underlying
computer technology concepts. BBCC doesn’t offer this course anymore, it is for recording purposes only
CWU CS101 (Computer Basics) Integrated, project-based course using student-produced working materials in the form
of a mini thesis. Microsoft Office tools are learned in a web-based practical application environment.

WVC

BBCC

CWU

CSC&141
(5 credits*)

CS&141 (5 credits*)
Must score 5

CS110 ONLY
(4 credits with score of 3 or 4)
CS110 & 111
(8 credits with score of 5)
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BBCC --- | WVC CSC101 | CWU CS105
Course equivalent to INTRO TO CS TEALS only at WVC

BBCC CS111 | WVC --- | CWU CS LD (no equivalency)
Course equivalent to second semester of INTRO TO CS TEALS at BBCC and CWU
BBCC CS111 (Intro to Computer Programming) An introductory computer programming course. Students learn to
write and debug simple text based programs while exploring the fundamental principles of programming. Topics for
study include input / output, statements, expressions, operations, variables, data types, control structures, program
modularization, basic data structures and file input and output.
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Post-Secondary Computer Science Course Descriptions (continued)

Resources: Descriptions, Equivalencies & Pathways

BBCC CS&141 | WVC CSC&141 | CWU CS110
Courses equivalent to AP-CSA Exam (Score 5 at BBCC or WVC; Score 3 or higher at CWU)

Sample Central Washington University Computer Science Pathway

BBCC CS&141 (Computer Science I: Java) This course introduces students to the fundamental concepts of objectoriented programming with the Java programming language. The course will focus on the strengths of Java to create
classes, objects and methods, algorithm development, program solving techniques, basic control structures, primitive
types, and arrays. Students will master the basics of Java, developing solid programming skills that enable crossover
programming skills for other essential languages.

While at community college and high school dual credits:

WVC CSC&141 (Programming Fundamentals) Introduces programming fundamentals using a procedural, objectoriented language. Topics include expressions, simple I/O, data storage, variable usage, decision and repetition
control structures, functions and parameter passing, design principles, and problem solving strategies.
CWU CS110 (Programming Fundamentals I) This course introduces students to the fundamental concepts of objectoriented programming with the Java programming language. The course will focus on the strengths of Java to create
classes, objects and methods, algorithm development, program solving techniques, basic control structures, primitive
types, and arrays. Students will master the basics of Java, developing solid programming skills that enable crossover
programming skills for other essential languages.

BBCC CS&142 | WVC CSC&142 | CWU CS111

ENG101 - Composition I: Critical Reading and Responding

BBCC ENGL&101 | WVC ENGL&101

ENG102 - Reasoning and Research				BBCC ENGL&201 | WVC ENGL&201
MATH153 - Precalculus Mathematics I

			BBCC MATH&141 | WVC MATH&141

MATH154 - Precalculus Mathematics II				BBCC MATH&142 | WVC MATH&142
MATH172 - Calculus I

					BBCC MATH&151 | WVC MATH&151

CS110 - Programming Fundamentals I

			BBCC CS&141 | WVC CSC&141

CS111 - Programming Fundamentals II		

		BBCC CS&142 | WVC CSC&142

After transferring to Central Washington University:

BBCC CS&142 (Advanced Programming with Java) Advanced Java is a follow-up to the programming
concepts introduced in the Java I course. This course explores Java’s Distributed Applications features and covers
inheritance, exceptions, graphical user interfaces, recursion, and data structures.
WVC CSC&142 (Intermediate Programming) Introduces the concepts of object-oriented programming to students with
a background in the procedural paradigm. Topics include project management, classes, APIs, instantiation of objects,
references, lists, file I/O of records, inheritance, composition, polymorphism, interfaces, exception handling, computer
graphics, and basic GUI programming. Intermediate JAVA.
CWU CS111 (Programming Fundamentals II) Continuation of object-oriented programming concepts introduced in CS
110. Inheritance, exceptions, graphical user interfaces, recursion, and data structures.
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CS Pre-admission requires 17 credits. This is a rigorous schedule and many students will
actually take 7 or 8 quarters instead of 6, but it is possible in 6.
Year 1

Year 2

Fall Quarter - 15 credits

Fall Quarter - 18 credits

CS301 - Data Structures
CS311 - Computer Architecture I
CS325 - Technical Writing in Computer Science
CS112 - Foundations of Computer Science

CS61 - Principles of Language Design I
CS480 - Advanced Software Engineering
CS427 - Algorithm Analysis
CS Elective

Winter Quarter - 14 credits

Winter Quarter - 16 credits

CS302 - Advanced Data Structures and File Processing
CS312 - Computer Architecture II
MATH260 - Sets and Logic
CS392 - Lab Experience in Teaching Computer Science

CS362 - Principles of Language Design II
CS81 - Software Engineering Project
CS Elective
CS Elective

Spring Quarter - 17 credits

Spring Quarter - 15 credits

CS380 - Introduction to Software Engineering
CS420 - Database Management Systems
MATH330 - Discrete Mathematics
CS446 - User Interface Design and Development

CS470 - Operating Systems
CS489 - Senior Colloquium
CS492 - Laboratory Experience in Teaching CS
CS Elective
CS Elective
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Pathway Articulation Steering Team
Computer Science Focus 2018-19
Riva Morgan		
Tom Willingham		
Gayla Stoner		
Lauren Hibbs		
Dave Rex			
Michael Harrod		
Megan McConnell		
Ian Morris			
Shawn Lowney		
Nicole Monroe		
Dennis Conger		
Sue Kane			
Lisa Karstetter		

Wenatchee Valley College/Apple STEM Network
Big Bend Community College
Central Washington University
Central Washington University
Central Washington University
Central Washington University
Central Washington University
Central Washington University
Central Washington University
Quincy School District/Apple STEM Network
Wenatchee School District/Apple STEM Network
North Central Educational Service District/Apple STEM Network
Microsoft TechSpark

Back Row (left to right): Tom Willingham, Megan McConnell, Nicole Monroe, Lauren Hibbs, Shawn Lowney, Mike
Harrod; Front Row (left to right): Riva Morgan, Dennis Conger, Gene Sharrett, Dave Rex, Sue Kane

August 27, 2019
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Dr. Sue Kane, Director of STEM Initiatives and Strategic Partnerships, NCESD
605-254-3947 | suek@ncesd.org | www.applestemnetwork.org
Press Release: APPLE STEM NETWORK RELEASES NEW REPORT HIGHLIGHTS PATHWAYS TO
COMPUTER SCIENCE CREDENTIALS

Wenatchee, Washington – As a home to tech giants like Microsoft and Amazon, Washington
State can be synonymous with tech, but at first glance, the eastern side of the State may be
overlooked for the technology hub that it’s become. The tech jobs aren’t just in King County
anymore, they’re right here. Locally, there is now a steady need for digital skills and computer
science in every economic development sector including: healthcare, agriculture, natural
resources, energy production, manufacturing and education.
We can be certain that this trend will continue, as the pace of the integration of technology is
accelerating. We now see applications of augmented reality, machine learning, and artificial
intelligence in energy trade, and even in agriculture and pest management control practices.
These technologies have changed everything about the way products and services are developed,
delivered and consumed. We can also be confident in the need to develop local talent and
provide opportunities for local youth to develop the knowledge, skills and abilities to find a place
in the new tech economy.
As a state, Washington has been working on policy to bolster computer science education.
Washington State has established K-12 computer science learning standards, and this past year,
passed statutes that will require public high schools to offer at least one computer science course
(SB 5088). That course can count as a graduation requirement and can be used as a core
admission requirement for institutions of higher education (SHB 1813). Regionally, that course
can also earn college credits and footing on a path to a computer science degree, thanks in part to
a local alliance of K-12, higher education and community partners.
Last year, the Apple STEM Network was sponsored by a Microsoft Philanthropies grant to lead a
collaborative steering team to assess the current state of CS education in the region. The steering
team worked with CWU and Microsoft to host a professional summit last spring, and worked
with 501C3 GWATA to produce a video ‘call to action’ from local business representatives
(https://youtu.be/F3Os_01OgZk).
In a report released this week, the CS Pathway Steering Team outlined recommendations for
tighter alignment and articulation of computer science coursework towards a post-secondary
credential.
The report emphasizes the need to ensure an equitable pathway extends from rural schools to
post-secondary institutions. It further urges the development of a connected community of
computer science educators and community partners. These foundational steps are essential to
ensure that our youth are on-track to future careers in North Central Washington.

Click here to read the full report.
The Computer Science Pathway Articulation Steering Team includes: Riva Morgan, Wenatchee
Valley College/Apple STEM Network; Tom Willingham, Big Bend Community College; Megan
McConnell, Central Washington University; Lauren Hibbs, Central Washington University;
Dave Rex, Central Washington University; Nicole Monroe, Quincy School District/Apple STEM
Network; Dennis Conger, Wenatchee School District/Apple STEM Network; Dr. Sue Kane,
North Central Educational Service District/Apple STEM Network; Lisa Karstetter, Microsoft
TechSpark.
About Apple STEM Network
The Apple STEM Network is an alliance of K-12, Higher Ed, and community partners in North
Central Washington. We represent a diverse region with tremendous potential for STEM
industry in agriculture, energies and innovation. With our collective effort we intend to: provide
a constructive support system for educators who aim to meet the rising challenge for all students
to develop 21st century skills and STEM literacy, to integrate community mentorship and
promote authentic project-based learning and field experiences for all levels of education, and
engage students in exploring the world of opportunities on the horizon through STEM. For more
information visit www.applestemnetwork.org
About GWATA
Since 1999, GWATA (the Greater Wenatchee Area Technology Alliance) has served as the
region’s tech alliance, championing growth and development in North Central Washington. As a
501(c)3, GWATA’s mission is to bring people and technology resources together while
supporting entrepreneurs, STEM education, and technology. For more information visit
www.gwata.org
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Community Connections | Introducing the ‘Science in
Our Valley’ seminar series
by Dr. Sue Kane

Apple STEM Network

Sept. 7, 2017, 8:23 p.m.

WENATCHEE — Scientists and science educators in the Wenatchee Valley are organizing a
seminar series to catalyze the development of an engaged regional scientific community.
Researchers at Washington State University, Wenatchee Valley College and the local U.S.
Department of Agriculture labs, in partnership with the Apple STEM Network, will gather on a
weekly basis to take in a seminar about current research. Speakers will be local scientists or
invited guest speakers.
Research and teaching scientists from WSU, WVC and USDA met this past summer to discuss
building up connections between institutions and within the scientific community in our region to
support one-another. Dr. Jim McFerson of WSU and Dr. Sue Kane of the Apple STEM Network
formalized the concept with an application for funding from the Our Valley Our Future strategic
planning group. The group received a $10,000 award.
The Science in Our Valley seminar series begins Wednesday at the WSU Wenatchee Research & Extension Center, 1100 N.
Western Ave. In addition to the WSU location, subsequent seminars will take place in the Grove auditorium at Wenatchee Valley
College and other area venues at 4 p.m. on Wednesdays. Each seminar will be followed by an informal networking session.
Seminar speakers will initially feature researchers and graduate students involved with agricultural and biological sciences, but will
also prominently feature subject matter experts in other fields including climatology, data analytics, hydrology, fire science, power
systems and transportation. The speakers, from both the public and private sector, will provide broad exposure, engage relevant
industry partners and private research firms. This collaboration will also begin to lay the foundation for creation of the Graduate
Research Center, which is identified as a regional “game-changer” by the Our Valley Our Future plan.
The Science in Our Valley seminar series is open to the public, but the content is intended for a “science-based” audience
including researchers, post-doctoral scientists, graduate students, undergraduate scientists, K-12 educators and
science enthusiasts.
The first speaker in the series will be a discussion on plant pathology by WSU post-doctoral research scientist Dr. Shashika
Hewavitharana. Her talk, titled “Sustainable Soil-Borne Disease Management,” will present the research and data she completed
for her doctoral dissertation last month. She will feature her work in disease management and agricultural practices.
For Hewavitharana, this work is very personal: “The majority of Sri Lankan farmers and their families suffer from chronic kidney
failure disease due to excessive use of pesticides. With what I learned during my graduate studies in the U.S., I intend to return to
my country and empower them with all the sustainable management tools that developing world is using to combat with yield and
quality limiting crop diseases.”
Hewavitharana will begin field research with WSU Extension specialist Tianna Dupont and USDA ARS scientist Dr. Mark Mazzola.

Dr. Sue Kane is the director of the Apple STEM Network.

http://www.wenatcheeworld.com/news/2017/sep/08/community-connections-introducing-the-science-in-our-valley-seminar-series/
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Community Connections | Wenatchee Valley
College math students partner with the
Wenatchee police
By Holly Thorpe Sep 26, 2018

Wenatchee Valley College students pose with Capt. Edgar Reinfeld at the Wenatchee Police Department. From left, are
Reinfeld, Lori Reyna, Eden Cazares, Steve Moses and Max Stevens. Not shown is Sara Aumell.

Buy Now
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WENATCHEE — No werewolves. Put that on the next list of reasons to retire in Wenatchee. No provable
werewolves, at least.
A group of student statisticians at Wenatchee Valley College is to thank for looking into the issue. The ve
students in Dr. Sai Ramaswamy’s MATH 146 Statistics class were among dozens of other students who
partnered with the Wenatchee Police Department last school year to look into 911 call data provided by
the police.
The students — Max Stevens, Steve Moses, Lori Reyna, Eden Cazares and Sara Aumell — decided to
investigate the correlation between animal-problem calls to 911 and the full moon.

“There was no correlation, which honestly, I was pretty upset about it,” said Cazares, a 17-year-old Running
Start student.
Capt. Edgar Reinfeld of the Wenatchee Police Department shared that disappointment. The e ects of the
full moon on people is a running joke and superstition among police, he said.
“We still fundamentally, anecdotally believe that the full moon makes a di erence, even though it’s
probably complete garbage,” he said
The partnership between the police department and Ramaswamy’s students began in fall 2017.
For students like Stevens, 17, a Running Start student, the class was the rst time putting his math and
computer skills to use for a cause outside the classroom.
“It was exciting to know that I was actually helping someone out,” Stevens said. “But it was also a huge
responsibility. There was an extra burden on me to do it right.”
Stevens’ group was given date, time and call type information for a year — around 20,000 calls.

https://www.wenatcheeworld.com/news/local/community-connections-wenatchee-valley-college-math-students-partner-with-the/article_6994cb09-fe5b-5756-a17f-de… 2/4
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“My rst reaction was ‘Holy cow, that’s a lot of data,’ ” Stevens said.
But he wanted more information. So, he wrote a computer script that pulled exact weather information
for each call based on the time and date it was placed. That included phases of the moon, which led to
their nal project question. It took him four hours to write the script, which he’d never done before.
“Without knowing that the data we got would be used for some actual useful purpose, I don’t think I would
have written a script in the rst place. I would have done something easier than that and just analyzed the
data I already had,” Stevens said. “I feel really humbled to have been able to do what I was able to do to
help out the police department.”
The experience nalized Stevens’ decision to study computer science once he graduates from Wenatchee
Valley College.
Reinfeld said that in the past year, the police department has been able to use the results of these
students’ projects in their work. One student group studied the use of the tra c circle at Cherry Street
and Western Avenue.
The students observed hundreds of vehicles passing through the tra c circle and brought their
conclusions to the department.
“We learned something valuable from that, that the only real problem with the tra c circle was people
stopping in the tra c circle to let other people in,” Reinfeld said. “We were able to know how to focus our
public education e orts.”
For the police department, it’s not only useful for them, it’s a way for them to connect with students and
the larger community, Reinfeld said.
For Ramaswamy, program director for the bachelor of applied science in engineering-technology program
at WVC, it gets students to see the use of math outside of the classroom.
“I wanted them to apply their classroom learning and at the same time help out their community,” he said.

Holly Thorpe is a writer and editor for the community relations department at Wenatchee Valley College.
Learn more about WVC at wvc.edu.
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Karina R. Vega-Villa, Ph.D., is an Ecuadorian-American scientist,

educator, and community leader. She earned a B.S. in Biological Sciences at the
University of Idaho and a Ph.D. in Pharmaceutical Sciences from Washington State
University. Currently, Karina is the Director of the Mathematics, Engineering, Science
Achievement (MESA) Program and a faculty member at Wenatchee Valley College
(WVC) teaching Biology and Chemistry. The MESA program is a nationally recognized
academic development program that advocates for access, education, and equity in
sciences and mathematics. MESA aims to diversify the science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) workforce and prepare a new generation of
STEM leaders by addressing the challenges historically underrepresented students face
in their educational and career development.
Prior to moving to Wenatchee, Karina worked at the University of Oklahoma Health
Sciences Center (OUHSC) conducting medical research. Prior to her appointment at
OUHSC, Karina was the Director of Operations for a natural products company on the
East Coast for their South American division.
Karina serves on the board of several organizations including the Apple STEM Network
and The Bridge Research & Innovation District. Karina is a School Board Director for
the Wenatchee Schools District. She also serves in the STEM Education Innovation
Alliance since July 2019.
Karina was a CASA volunteer from 2014 to 2019 and ensured that children in foster
care receive adequate treatment and services. Karina has volunteered at her child’s
PTSA since 2016 as an advocate to make every child’s potential a reality.
Karina, her husband, and their two children moved to Wenatchee in 2013. She enjoys
reading, listening to podcasts, and spending time in our beautiful local parks.

Lens
Hydropower project “new frontier” for clean energy
By TJ Martinell

June 27, 2019

The Chelan County PUD, Atlanta-based Southern Company and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers have formed the Hydropower Research Institute to encourage data-sharing that
promotes cost-savings and greater efficiency. Photo: freepik.com
A Senate bill approved this session by state lawmakers will require Washington state utilities to
provide carbon-neutral energy by 2035 and to achieve100 percent clean energy by 2045. While
such policies rely on legal mandates and penalties for utilities that fail to comply, Chelan County
Public Utility District (PUD) hopes to spur greater use of clean energy provided by hydropower
through a new cooperative, data-sharing nonprofit. Those advancements may play an important
role not only in keeping rates low, but also providing enough energy to maintain system
reliability as Washington transitions away from coal and other carbon-producing energy sources.

“We recognize that hydro’s going to be relied (on) more and more in the clean energy future,”
Chelan PUD Generation and Transmission Managing Director Kirk Hudson said. “How do we
make it more reliable and more flexible so we can fill the gaps that are out there?”
Hudson is also the president of the Hydropower Research Institute (HRI), a paid membershipbased nonprofit founded by the Chelan County PUD, Atlanta-based Southern Company and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). Altogether, the three handle 100 hydro plants and 30
percent of all hydropower-generated energy in the country.
“The producers are all cooperating and working together to make sure that those barriers to
sharing data actually come down and benefits return to the producer,” Hudson said. “Each of
those organizations have a different reason for really stepping out and saying we want to be a
part of it. This is the way to do that, and at the same time we all benefit from more data than our
own.”
With the Rocky Reach, Rock Island and Lake Chelan dams, Chelan County PUD provides
electricity to three million customers. In April, the PUD published a white paper with the
National Hydropower Association advocating, among other things, improvements to “hydro
project performance,” one of several goals Hudson says HRI aims to achieve.
“There’s been a lot of improvements made in the hydro system over the years,” he said. “A lot of
them have been focused on the machine design…to make them more efficient, to get more
energy out of the same amount of water and to make them more fish-friendly.”
The idea for the institute first germinated in 2015 during the PUD’s strategic planning, Hudson
said. “We recognized that…data analytics was likely the new frontier for hydro system
improvements. We recognized right away the key is having large volumes of data and being able
to manage that. We thought the best way to do it was to do it in coordination with hydropower
owners, because it’s very expensive to do it ourselves, (and) we would only have access to our
data.”
The PUD has since begun aggregating hydropower data with Southern Company, one of
the largest electricity producers in the country with 4.68 million customers. Most of their energy
is generated by natural gas (47 percent), with 14 percent from renewable sources.
“They have a lot more plants…but they have similar challenges,” Hudson said.

The third founder is the USACE, the largest hydro operator in the country that manages 75 plants
and generates approximately 25 percent of the nation’s total hydropower. The federal agency’s
dams along the Columbia River in the Pacific Northwest generate 70 percent of its total power.
While USACE owns and operates those hydro plants, the energy is marketed by the U.S.
Department of Energy.
USACE Hydro Program Manager Daniel Rabon told Lens that for them, the institute offers a
central hub to share data scattered throughout the agency. “What you currently have are about 75
islands of data sitting out there and are somewhat unavailable at a corporate or even regional
level. We pulled in a couple pilot projects into HRI, and one of our projects had data all the way
back to 2002, which is awesome, (but) it’s all here on hard drives on the shelf, so it doesn’t do us
any good there. The HRI allows us to go across the corps, take these 75 islands of data, and put
them into a common location but also with a common taxonomy.”
While the USACE was previously collecting live hydro plant operational data, Rabon said “what
we haven’t done is…the aggregation of that data in a way that informs us more than just in the
right now.” The HRI is “a great example of where the industry saw a need and we were able to
partner and do this.”
Like Chelan PUD, another USACE goal is to improve daily operations as well as long-term
capital investments such as turbine replacements that can take two years to order and install.
“It’s really trying to get ahead of that,” Rabon said. “If we have a generator fail tomorrow, (it’s)
six months to a year out of operation – could be longer depending on the damage. Had
we…known that ahead of time…we would have been able to predict that and maybe get a repair
contract in place to fix this ahead of time. It’s really costly to federal hydropower whenever we
have these unexpected outages.”
Hudson said the PUD has already seen the potential cost-savings through this approach. After a
machine-failure for one of the PUD’s hydro facilities ended up costing $1.5 million due to
repairs and lost revenue from the forced outage, that information was shared with another utility
provider. That company was then able to identify the same flaw in their machines and fix it
before it failed. Because they were able to schedule the work in advance and at a time when
system demand was low, it only cost them $150,000.

Chelan County PUD and HRI External Affairs Director Tracy Yount told Lens that kind of
foreknowledge can substantially reduce repair and maintenance costs moving forward. “It’s a lot
different if you take a unit down during a peak demand period versus a time when we don’t have
enough river water to operate the unit.”
Hudson added that “the better you can predict when failures might show up, the better you can
plan for them and avoid the failure. If we know hydropower’s going to be relied (on) more and
more in a clean energy future, how do we keep the machines up and running? We expect if we
are better at analyzing the data coming from that instrumentation, we could see problems coming
before they occur.”

TJ Martinell
TJ Martinell is a native Washingtonian and award-winning journalist. Born and raised in Bellevue, he’s
been involved in the news industry since working at his high schoolnewspaper. His investigative
reporting for various community newspapers in the Puget Sound region has been recognized by the
Washington Newspaper Publishers Association and the Society for Professional Journalists. A graduate of
Eastern Washington University, he has a B.A. in journalism and was the news editor of EWU’s student
university newspaper.

ALEX YBARRA

REPRESENTING THE 13TH DISTRICT

It's an honor to serve you in the state House of Representatives. Born and raised in Quincy, I
know and love the people of the 13th District. Long before my arrival in Olympia, my thoughts
have been focused on the needs of our communities. It's crucial we protect and grow the
economy of our district. That's why water and agriculture are top priorities for me. We need to
help, not hinder, our farmers. And, as a parent and long-time Quincy School Board member, I
believe all of our children deserve an amply funded, quality education.
Along with fighting against higher taxes, as a strong conservative, I am an advocate for fiscally
responsible and accountable state government. There are many challenges facing our state. I will
do all I can to find solutions, while also remaining a strong voice for the values of our district.
Hearing from you helps me represent you more effectively in Olympia. My door is always open.
Please feel free to contact me anytime with your comments, questions or concerns.

Rep. Alex Ybarra
R-Quincy
(360) 786-7808 | alex.ybarra@leg.wa.gov

MIKE STEELE

REPRESENTING THE 12TH DISTRICT

It's an honor and privilege to represent the great people of North Central Washington.
For more than 10 years I've served as the executive director for the Lake Chelan
Chamber of Commerce, while also overseeing the company finances and payroll for our
family's 112-year-old orchard business.
My legislative priorities include creating a more friendly business climate in 12th District
and throughout the state. Our small businesses have a difficult time absorbing health
insurance costs, burdensome regulations, and heavy B&O taxes. We need to do more
to help employers sustain and create new jobs. It's also important that we strengthen
our state's commitment to the tourism industry. Currently, we are the only state in the
nation without a tourism agency. That needs to change.
I'm also committed to better policies for education, providing more health insurance
options to create competition and prioritizing and the lowering costs of our
transportation infrastructure.
As a state representative, it's my job to listen, help and be the voice for the people of the
12th District in Olympia. That's why your input is important. Please contact me if I can
be of any assistance or if you have an idea or concern about a state government-related
issue.

Rep. Mike Steele
R-Chelan
(360) 786-7832 | mike.steele@leg.wa.gov

Senator Brad Hawkins
12th Legislative District
Senator Brad Hawkins represents the 12th Legislative District, which includes all of Chelan and
Douglas counties and portions of Okanogan and Grant counties. Brad was raised in the
Wenatchee Valley and is proud to be serving his hometown community. He was elected to the
Washington State Senate in 2016, and serves as a member of the Senate Republican leadership
team.
Prior to his election to the Senate, Brad served four years as State Representative and a combined
ten years on the North Central ESD and Eastmont school boards. Brad’s favorite activity is
spending quality time with his family but he also enjoys hiking throughout NCW, cycling on the
loop trail, and early morning hot yoga. Brad and his Shawna have two boys and live in East
Wenatchee.
During the 2019 Legislative Session, Senator Hawkins was the sponsor of Senate Bill 5588,
which passed the Legislature unanimously and authorizes PUDs to produce, distribute, and sell
renewable hydrogen. Senator Hawkins has also led efforts to support our local tree fruit industry,
securing funding in the 2017-19 Operating Budget for the WSU Tree Fruit Research Center and
is a recipient of the Washington State Tree Fruit Association’s 2017 Legislative Champion
Award.
Senator Hawkins’ other key legislative efforts in the Senate include gaining approval for wildfire
strategic planning and funding through passage of his Senate Bill 5546, funding for the West
Cashmere Bridge in the transportation budget, and funding in recent capital budgets for a Saddle
Rock trail project, Chelan County’s Emergency Operation Center, and the Wenatchi Landing
Sewer Extension.

Innovative
to the core
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By Reilly Kneedler

Business World staff writer

t this point, few people have seen it and even
fewer have tasted it. But by next year there
will be more than two million boxes of Cosmic
Crisp apples on the market.
The variety is being promoted with a $10
million marketing campaign featuring social
media influencers, astronauts and chefs.
The first seedlings were distributed using a
drawing system, due to the high interest from growers.
A rollout of this scale is unprecedented in the apple industry
— but so is this apple. A Washington State University tree fruit
breeding program designed the variety nearly two decades ago
by cross-pollinating Enterprise and Honeycrisp varieties.
Thanks to the advancements of the 21st century, agriculture
is evolving. Packing lines now use infrared cameras, storage
warehouses have robotic forklifts and, in the case of Cosmic,

Business World photos/Don Seabrook

In a cold storage area they call the “Cube”, an automated retrieval robot brings a pallet of boxed fruit down from one of five levels to a shipping area late
last month. It’s part of Stemilt Growers’ new Automated Storage and Retrieval System.

The Cosmic Crisp apple was developed by a WSU tree
breeding program in 1997. More than two million boxes of
them will be available to consumers by the end of this year.
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even the fruit itself is an innovation.
It’s left the industry more automated and more efficient, but
also more consolidated.
“Yes, agriculture is probably the oldest industry in human
civilization,” said Jon DeVaney, president of the Washington
State Tree Fruit Association. “… But just because it’s the oldest
industry, does not mean agriculture is exempt from pressures
other industries face: to be more efficient, to stay at the cutting
edge of new development, and to always increase productivity
while decreasing the amount of resources needed.”

Agriculture at the speed of automation
The heart of Stemilt Growers’ new distribution center is
kept cool, just over 30 degrees, to help preserve the fruit. It’s
also dark, because the robots don’t need light the way their
human counterparts do.
This is Stemilt’s Automated Storage and Retrieval System,
or ASRS, — a hive of automated carrying machines that pluck
pallets of fruit from towering storage racks before they’re
shipped around the world.

The 478,089-square-foot distribution center was conceived
after the 2015 Sleepy Hollow Fire destroyed one of the
company’s shipping centers in Wenatchee.
All Stemilt produce leaving Wenatchee is now routed
through the one facility, which was completed next to the
company’s Olds Station headquarters in June 2018.
“The distribution center was always a vision of the Mathison
family, who owns Stemilt. But it never would have been made
a reality without that fire,” said Stemilt spokeswoman Brianna
Shales. “The opportunity that came out of that destruction
was the ability to have a consolidated shipping facility and
operations.”
The company has two cherry packing lines and one apple
packing line in a neighboring packing shed on its Olds Station
campus. Once packed, boxes of fruit travel across an elevated,
cooled conveyor belt into the distribution center.
The boxes are stacked onto pallets and secured by large
plastic wrap-wielding robots. Each pallet must be precisely
stacked and wrapped before entering the ASRS.
The five-level ASRS can store 12,770 pallets at any given

Using an imaging system to sort fruit, cherries are blown off their small trays into specific areas of McDougall & Sons’
packaging area in Baker Flats last month.
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With the data in hand, producers can adjust tree
nutrition or track production volume from year to year,
DeVaney said.
“They can really identify trends and fix problems in
ways that are harder to do when it’s just with the human
brain and a pencil after the fact,” he said.

The power of a pencil eraser
The Cosmic Crisp mother tree was planted in 2001 at
the end of a row in a quiet orchard in Orondo. It’s still
there, albeit a little overgrown, and still producing fruit.
“It was the last tree in the row, so it was easy to save,” said
Bonnie Schonberg, a research tech at WSU. “Otherwise,
in convenience, it would have been easy to pull.”
Cosmic Crisp is just one of the thousands of
specimens developed by the university’s breeding
program since it was started in 1994.
“You can think of (the program) like a conveyor belt
of material that keeps progressing,” said Kate Evans,
the program’s director. “Plant breeding starts with us
deciding what targets we want in our finished variety.
Here, we’re looking for varieties that will grow in the
apple-producing areas of Washington and are available
to growers in Washington.”
Using a pencil eraser, pollen from one of the parent
trees is transferred onto the stigma of another, creating
a new variety.
“It takes us about 18 years to get from that point to
the point where we’ve tested and selected,” Evans said.
“... Every year we’re making those new crosses so every
year we’re introducing new material into the program
and every year everything else shifts a little further
down the conveyor belt to whether it’s going to be good
enough to be released or not.”
Those years of testing are for both the tree and its
apple. They’re looking for qualities that’ll make it
successful on a mass scale: How well does it grow? How
well does it store? Can it go over a packing line? And
how does the fruit look and taste?
Since the programs started in 1994, only two varieties
have passed through this gauntlet all the way: Sunrise
Magic in 2009 and Cosmic Crisp.
Due to high interest in Cosmic Crisp, a drawing was
Business World photos/Don Seabrook

The Cosmic Crisp variety of apple originated from this mother tree, alone and still growing at a Washington State University Tree Fruit Research and Extension Center
between East Wenatchee and Orondo.
time. The facility also has a conventional storage area
— with human workers tending to the stacks — that can
store another 4,122 pallets.
When an order of fruit needs to go out, the automated
carrying machines pull down the needed pallets and
arrange them for a human-operated forklift to load into
a waiting truck. The facility has 22 truck loading bays
with room to expand.
The whole system is designed to make a notoriously
complicated part of the fruit production system faster
and more efficient, Shales said.
“Before, a truck might have to go to two facilities to
get fully loaded. Now they’re coming to one,” she said.
“And they’re also getting out much quicker because
we’re relying on automation to be able to set up the
majority of the order and the forklift to finish it off.”
The goal is to have a truck leave within an hour of
checking in, she said. The efficiency has also allowed
Stemilt to reduce shipping staff hours, Shales said,
“which is a huge benefit.”
But even when the crews go home at night, the ASRS
is still hard at work, rotating and organizing the pallets
to prepare for the next day.

Better than pencil and paper
The cherries go by in a flash, too fast for the eye to
keep up. But the Cherry Vision 3.0 has already analyzed
each cherry’s size, color and any potential defects.
The optical sorting system, made by Italian company
Unitec, represents one of the fastest-advancing areas in
agriculture: the packing line.
“When you have a controlled environment in a
warehouse, it’s more easy to automate,” said DeVaney,
the Washington State Tree Fruit Association president.
“It’s easier to scan a piece of fruit running across a line
than it is to scan it on a tree when it may be behind
leaves or branches and you’re outside. There are opportunities in the orchard, but we’re seeing those technologies applied first in the packing house.”
The agriculture industry is expanding and the
available labor force is having a hard time keeping up,
DeVaney said. Automating some areas of the production

Washington State University Tree Fruit Research and Extension Center Research Technician Lisa Brutcher thins
apples from a tree in a WSU 7 parent block in an orchard between East Wenatchee and Orondo.
process has helped relieve that pressure.
“It reduces the amount of labor needed to move
fruit. But it’s not that we’ve seen a decrease in the total
number of employees in the industry, we’ve just seen a
big increase in the amount of productivity that we can
get out of the labor force that we have,” he said.
And these computerized packing lines are now
producing something almost as valuable as the fruit:
data.

“It’s exciting how much can be done with this new
technology. Not just with production, how much
volume individual packing houses can handle with
these new lines, but how we’re able to improve quality
control and generate data,” DeVaney said. “The
warehouses and sales houses can have a better handle
on their product. And they can give that feedback to the
growers to make sure they are producing a product that
is going to give them the best returns.”

Cherries packed in clam shells move along a conveyor highway to be shipped to destinations around the world at
Stemilt Growers’ new shipping facility north of Wenatchee.
held the first year to determine which growers got to
plant the first seedlings.
And that’s important, because agriculture innovations
aren’t always available to the masses, DeVaney said.
“They have a significant cost associated with them,”
he said. “We have been seeing a 100-year-long trend of
consolidation of the industry. Because as it gets bigger,
the cost of investment is significant.”
The number of orchard operations in Chelan County
went from 1,126 in 1997 to 622 in 2017, according to a U.S.

Department of Agriculture census released in April.
Total sales from fruit and tree nut operations went up
from $150 million to $254 million in the same timeframe.
But there are companies and research groups working
on making the innovation more equitable and available,
just like Cosmic Crisp, DeVaney said.
“Every grower in the state gets a chance to plant that
variety,” he said. “Balancing technological innovation
with access and affordability is something our industry
is constantly working on.”

